Abstract
Introduction
Traditional text mining algorithms mostly represent documents based on their textual content. Nevertheless, in the web environment, the content features of web documents are sometimes missing, misleading and unrecognizable due to the lack of well-controlled authoring styles and other reasons [1] . Therefore, it is desirable to exploit information from other sources for web mining. Links among documents have been used as important features for text mining in previous research. For instance, hyperlinks created by authors are viewed as an evidence of association between two web pages, and utilized for ranking web search results [2] [3] , and clustering web pages [4] [5] .
Traditional clustering algorithms are usually based on the bag-of-words (BOW) approach. A notorious disadvantage of the BOW model is that it ignores the semantic relationship among words. As a result, if two documents use different collections of core words to represent the same topic, they can be assigned to different clusters, even though the core words they use are probably synonyms or semantically associated in other forms. Previous research has adopted WordNet [6] and Mesh [7] as the external ontology for text enrichment.
Compared to the traditional way of metadata creation, social tagging has several advantages. First, it lowers the entrance threshold of metadata creation. Web users, as long as they are familiar with the content of resources, can be taggers. They do not have to master specific metadata standards or indexing rules for tagging. As a result, much more resources are tagged with little cost.
How to exploit social annotations to cluster web documents and also identify the semantic structures of tags and user communities of common interests?
The question is concerned with identifying the underlying cluster structures of web documents based on social annotations and the network structures of social tagging. Social tags and users are also important entities in the tagged web. By clustering web documents, the semantics structures of social tags and user communities with common interest are also to be identified at the same time.
How to utilize social annotations to enhance the performance of clustering? Several efforts have been made to explore social tagging for clustering. In [8] , a tag graph is built based on the co-occurrence of tags in annotated resources. The identified tag clusters are used for finding semantically related tags. In [9] , the authors use association rule algorithms to identify frequent tag co-occurrence patterns, which are viewed as topics of user interests. Users and URLs are clustered under different topics based on their relation to the tags included in each topic. Although this approach can cluster both users and URLs at the same time, it has some limitations. A more comprehensive research on social tagging-based clustering is conducted by Ramage et al. [10] .
Ruma et al [11] proposed a partitioning approach to cluster the Web-page based on information provided by the hyperlink structure of Web-pages and also by the content of the Web-pages. The proposed approach of Web-page clustering exhibits better result than K-medoid partitioning clustering approach as the centroids are chosen by HITS Algorithm. The partitioning approach like K-mediod, Kmeans require number of clusters. It has been observed that the performance of these approaches depend on the initial selection cluster centroids.
Durga et al [12] proposed an algorithm for clustering unstructured text documents using native Bayesian concept and shape-pattern matching. The Vector Space Model is used to represent their dataset as a term-weight matrix. In any natural language, semantically linked terms tend to co-occur in documents. Hence, the co-occurrences of pairs of terms in the term-weight matrix are observed. This information is used to build a term-cluster matrix where each term may belong to multiple clusters. The native Bayesian concept is used to uniquely assign each term to a single term-cluster. The documents are assigned to clusters using mean computations. They applied shape pattern-matching to group documents within the broad clusters obtained earlier.
Kun Yang et al [13] proposed a hierarchy clustering method to organize web resources in hierarchy by making full use of the linkage relationship between the web resources and their annotations. In this way, users can browse or search a web resource collection in a Google map's way by going deep into a collection with more details. Some experiments on data set from Deli.icio.us are performed to justify the effectiveness of their method.
Sanghyun Ryu et al [14] proposed an agent based recommendation model that can reduce analysis time when new users or new services appear in the system and recommend more user centric services. Proposed model clusters existing users by using decision tree and analyzes new incoming users by traversing the decision tree, which has already been constructed into the structure that reduces the analysis time. To prove the effectiveness of the proposed model, they implemented user clustering and service recommendation scheme using decision tree.
Wai-Tat Fu et al [15] developed user models of knowledge exploration in a social tagging system to test the expertise rankings generated by a link-structure method and a semantic-structure method. The link-structure method assumed a referential definition of expertise, in which experts were users who tagged resources that were frequently tagged by other experts; the semantic-structure method assumed a representational definition of expertise, in which experts were users who had better knowledge of a particular domain and were better at assigning distinctive tags associated with certain domain-specific resources. Simulations results showed that the two methods of expert identification, although based on different assumptions, were in general consistent but did show significant differences. As expected, the link-structure method was better at facilitating exploration of popular "hot" topics than the semanticstructure method. However, the semantic-structure method was better at guiding users to find less popular "cold" topics than the link-structure method. Resources tagged by domain experts could contain cold topics that were associated with high quality tags, but these resources were less likely highlighted by the link-structure method.
Caimei Lu et al [16] investigated how to enhance web clustering by leveraging the tripartite network of social tagging systems. They proposed a clustering method, called "Tripartite Clustering", which cluster the three types of nodes (resources, users and tags) simultaneously based on the links in the social tagging network. The proposed method is experimented on a real-world social tagging dataset sampled from del.icio.us. They also compared the proposed clustering approach with K-means. All the clustering results are evaluated against a human-maintained web directory.The experimental results show that Tripartite Clusteringsignificantly outperforms the content-based K-means approach and achieves performance close to that of social annotation-based K-means whereas generating much more useful information.
As mentioned, the performance of clustering based on content word vectors is limited because it ignores the semantic relationship among words. Based on the metadata property of social annotations, we can use social annotations to enrich the content-based document representation.
Social annotations as user-generated metadata provide a well-suited source of information on the similarity between web documents. By considering the user dimension of social annotations, semantic ambiguity problem of tags can be addressed. This paper proposed improved K-means clustering algorithm based on user tag. It first used social annotation data to expand the vector space model of K-means. Then, it applied the links involved in social tagging network to enhance the clustering performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the description of improved K-means clustering algorithm based on user tag. Section 3 focuses on experiments and evaluations. Finally, we end this paper with a conclusion and the future work.
Improved K-means clustering algorithm based on user tag
This section is the kernel of this paper. Here, it illustrates this approach with K-means Clustering. Kmeans is a simple but efficient and highly scalable clustering method. It iteratively calculates the cluster centroids and reassigns each document to the closest cluster until no document can be reassigned.
K-means clustering is a method of cluster analysis which aims to partition n observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. It is similar to the expectation-maximization algorithm for mixtures of Gaussians in that they both attempt to find the centers of natural clusters in the data as well as in the iterative refinement approach employed by both algorithms.
Two key features of k-means which make it efficient are often regarded as its biggest drawbacks. Euclidean distance is used as a metric and variance is used as a measure of cluster scatter. The number of clusters k is an input parameter: an inappropriate choice of k may yield poor results. That is why, when performing k-means, it is important to run diagnostic checks for determining the number of clusters in the data set.
A key limitation of k-means is its cluster model. The concept is based on spherical clusters that are separable in a way so that the mean value converges towards the cluster center. The clusters are expected to be of similar size, so that the assignment to the nearest cluster center is the correct assignment. When for example applying k-means with a value of k = 3 onto the well-known Iris flower data set, the result often fails to separate the three Iris species contained in the data set. With k = 2, the two visible clusters will be discovered, whereas with k = 3 one of the two clusters will be split into two even parts. In fact, k = 2 is more appropriate for this data set, despite the data set containing 3 classes. As with any other clustering algorithm, the k-means result relies on the data set to satisfy the assumptions made by the clustering algorithms. It works very well on some data sets, while failing miserably on others.
Traditional K-means models documents with word vectors. During the clustering process, the distance from a document to a cluster centroid is calculated based on the similarities between documents' word vectors.
Taking into account the social annotations, the web documents can be clustered with K-means based on the following models.
Tag vector model: During the clustering process, the distance from a document to a cluster centroid is calculated based on the tag vector which user tagged only .
(Word+Tag) vector model: The distance from a document to a cluster centroid is calculated using combined vector.
Word vector + Tag vector model: Each document is represented with two independent vectors: word vector and tag vector. During the clustering process, the distance from a document to a cluster centroid is calculated as the linear combination of the distance value based on word vector and the distance value based on tag vector.
A good way to enhance clustering performance is to combine features extracted from the linked pages for clustering. In [6] , the authors develop such a method which incorporates the features of linked documents into the clustering process through iterative relaxation of clustering assignments. This algorithm can be built on top of any content-based clustering method. In our experiment, it is built on Kmeans, thus we call the algorithm improved K-means.
Let D={di, i=1,2,…,n} be a document set, which is represented with an undirected graph G. Each The above equation considers all combinations of the cluster assignments of d's linked documents. First, the class label of each document is initialized through K-means. Then the cluster assignment of each document is re-estimated using the label assignments of its neighbors and its own content. The reestimation process based on the above equation iterates until the probability Φi,d for each document stabilizes or the changes drop below some threshold or the times of iterations reaches a certain number.
Some reasons encourage us to deeply study the behavior of linkages in text clustering problems. The types of link studied include explicit links, implicit links, and pseudo links. Explicit links such as hypertext and citations usually encode topic transition patterns. Implicit links often indicate the similarity of the corresponding documents. For instance, two documents by the same author should have an implicit link denoting the topic similarity of these two documents. A pseudo link is constructed as long as the content similarity between two documents is over a threshold. Similarity links as pseudo links have proven to be useful for text summarization, but their effectiveness in the setting of clustering is still unclear.
The links among documents utilized in the algorithm can be various types, such as hyperlinks among web pages and co-authorship among academic papers. Here, we examine three types of links existing among web pages in social tagging systems:
Co-user link: if two web pages are annotated by the same user, then a co-user link is built among these two web pages. The number of uses who has annotated both of these two web pages in our dataset is used as the weight of the link. By using this type of link in the K-means algorithm, we assume that the cluster assignment of a web page can be influenced by the cluster distributions of the pages which are annotated by same users as the page.
Co-tag link: if two web pages are annotated with the same tag, then a co-tag link is built between these two pages, the number of tags which are applied to both of these two pages is used as the weight of the link. By applying this type of link in the K-means algorithm, I assume that the cluster assignment of a web page is based on both its textual content and the cluster distributions of the pages which share the same tags as the page.
Co-user-tag link: if two web pages are annotated by the same user with the same tag, then a Co-usertag link is created between these two pages. The times that these two pages are tagged with same tag by the same user is the weight of the link. I experiment on this type of link because the same user may not always annotate topically related web pages, and also the same tag may be used to annotate topically unrelated pages by different users. Therefore, by applying this link in the K-means, we assumes that only pages annotated with the same tag by the same user are topically related, and the cluster assignment of one of them can be influenced by the cluster assignments of others.
Experiments and evaluations
For evaluation we prepare a real-world social tagging dataset crawled from the del.icio.us website during June 2009 and Augest 2009. The original dataset contains 2,467,318 posts created by 12546 users. Each post is a bookmark to a webpage annotated by a user with one or more tags. Because del.icio.us website does not allow space within a tag, tags containing more than one word (phrase tags) are usually composed in various forms.In my experiment, I treat the phrase tags composed by same words but in different forms as the same tag.
Although, all the three types of entities of social tagging may be clustered through the proposed clustering approach, in our experiment, we only focus on the evaluation of the web page clusters.
Cluster quality is evaluated by three metrics, F-score [17] , purity [18] , and normalized mutual information (NMI) [19] . F-score combines the information of precision and recall. Purity assumes that all samples of a cluster are predicted to be members of the actual dominant class for that cluster. NMI is an increasingly popular measure of clustering quality.
The clustering results are evaluated against a user-maintained web directory. Because all the clustering algorithms rely on random initialization, we run each algorithm 12 times and use the mean of each quality metric across the 12 runs as the final score. For each run, the number of iterations is set to 50. Table 1 lists the results of K-means clustering based on different vector space models. The clustering based on Word vector is used as the baseline. From Table 1 , we can see that K-means based on the word vector+tag vector generates the best results across almost all the quality metrics. It significantly outperforms the baseline method (K-means on word vector alone) under both tf and tf•idf weighting scheme. K-means on tag vector also improves the performance of baseline significantly. Its F-score under tf·idf is even higher than that of K-means on word vector+tag vector. This confirms the conclusions drawn in [10] that tags provide a different information channel from words for web clustering. In fact, from the clustering results we can conclude that tags are more reliable features than words for web clustering. Table 2 shows the clustering results of improved K-means using different link types from the social tagging network.
Note that improved K-means using co-user-tag link has the best performance across all the quality metrics and under both tf and tf•idf weighting. It significantly outperforms both improved K-means using co-user link and improved K-means using co-tag link. This result confirms that the same user always annotates web pages with different topics, and the same tag is always applied to topically different web pages by different users. However, it is more probable that the same user would apply the same tag for web pages with similar topics. The experiments with the different clustering methods prove the value of social tagging network for web clustering. Table 3 compares the clustering quality of the clustering methods. For K-means and improved K-means, only the best clustering model using tf weighting is shown. Kmeans on word vector is used as the baseline method. We can see that improved K-means with Co-usertag link improve the clustering quality of the baseline method significantly by incorporating the social tagging data into the clustering process yet through different ways. K-means on word vector+tag vector treats tag vector as an independent information source from word vector and combines it with word vector linearly to determine the distance from a document to a cluster centroid. Improved K-means treats users and tags as bridges which connect topically related web pages together, and decides the cluster of a document based on both its content words and the cluster of its connected documents.
Conclusions and future work
This paper proposed improved K-means clustering algorithm based on user tag. It first used social annotation data to expand the vector space model of K-means. Then, it applied the links involved in social tagging network to a Link-based K-means approach to enhance the clustering performance. Experimental result shows that the proposed improved K-means clustering algorithm based on user tag is effective.
Also, there is a lot of room for improvement. For example, clustering algorithm is time consuming, which also produces increase of computational complexity of the method. We need to speed up clustering algorithm in future. We need to find the appropriate features fit different condition.
